Our visual system readily groups dynamic fragmented input into global objects. How the brain represents such perceptual grouping remains however unclear. To address this question, we recorded brain responses using functional magnetic resonance imaging whilst observers perceived a dynamic bistable stimulus that could either be perceived globally (i.e., as a grouped and coherently moving shape) or locally (i.e., as ungrouped and incoherently moving elements). We further estimated population receptive fields and used these to back-project the brain activity during stimulus perception into visual space via a searchlight procedure. Global perception resulted in non-topographic suppression of responses in lower visual cortex accompanied by wide-spread enhancement in higher object-sensitive cortex. However, follow-up experiments indicated that higher object-sensitive cortex is suppressed if global perception lacks shape grouping, and that grouping-related suppression can be diffusely confined to stimulated sites once stimulus size is reduced. These results speak against a rigid between-area response amplitude code acting as a generic grouping mechanism and point to a within-area response amplitude code mediating the perception of figure and ground.
Introduction

A.
B. 1 Figure 1 . Diamond experiment| Example frames of the diamond stimulus and potential response amplitude profiles when the global percept is contrasted to the local one. A. Local, no-diamond percept. Here, the diamond stimulus was perceived as four individual segments oscillating vertically and incoherently with the segments on the left/right moving towards/away from one another, respectively, or vice versa (not shown). B. Global, diamond percept. Here, the four segments were grouped together and perceived as a diamond shape oscillating horizontally and coherently behind three occluders. The gray dashed frame denotes the inferred (but occluded) contours during the global state. The gray arrows indicate the perceived movement direction of the diamond stimulus. Only in the global state, the perceived and physical movement direction coincided. C. Previously suggested response amplitude profile. The whole visual field is suppressed. D. Hypothesized response amplitude profile. The segments and background region are suppressed whereas the corners and center regions are enhanced. E. Response amplitude profile when the segments, corners, and center region are predicted during the global state. The segments region is suppressed (due to a match between bottom-up input and higher-level feedback), the corners region enhanced (due to a mismatch between bottom-up input and higher-level feedback), and activity in the background and center region unchanged. F. The same as E., but if the whole diamond shape is predicted during the global state. The center region is now also enhanced. Black lines represent the extreme positions of the diamond stimulus. Black solid lines denote the visible ungrouped diamond segments (local, no-diamond percept) . Black dashed lines additionally illustrate the inferred but invisible diamond shape when the segments were grouped together (global, diamond percept) . White lines denote different visual field portions. Blue areas: Suppressive effects. Red areas: Enhancement effects. Black areas: No effect.
ground region, although the center and corners region could, arguably, be treated as
Procedure
The diamond experiment comprised 1 practice run (not analyzed) and 5 experi-264 mental runs. Experimental runs started with a background-only dummy interval (10 265 s). Next, an initial fixation interval (15 s) was presented, followed by the diamond 266 display (400 s) and a final fixation interval (15 s). Except for the dummy interval, 267 the fixation dot was continuously presented. 268 Participants were required to fixate the fixation dot continuously. During the 269 diamond interval, they indicated their current percept via pressing a key assigned to 270 their right index finger (diamond) or right middle finger (no-diamond) . Except for 271 the first percept in any given run, participants had to indicate perceptual switches 272 only, but were allowed to press any key again if they lost track. During each run, Searchlight back-projection. To explore intra-and also between-area response ampli-286 tude mechanisms, we first performed a voxel-wise GLM on the preprocessed data 287 (HPF: 128 s). We used a variable epoch boxcar regressor (Grinband et al., 2008) for 288 each perceptual state (diamond or no-diamond) as well as the period from the onset 289 of the diamond display until participants' first key press. The variable epochs for 290 each perceptual state were the same as in the analysis of perceptual durations (see 291 Supplementary material, 1.1.1 Data analysis). In all other respects (e.g. estimation 292 procedure and nuisance regressors), the GLM was identical to the one specified for 293 the retinotopic mapping experiment. 294 We computed the following contrasts of interest: diamond vs fixation, no-diamond 295 vs fixation, and diamond vs no-diamond. The first two contrasts allowed us to verify 296 the validity of our searchlight back-projection approach. Based on previous research 297 on the positive and negative BOLD signal (Fracasso et al., 2018; Goense et al., 2012; 298 Shmuel et al., 2002 298 Shmuel et al., , 2006 , we expected an increase of activity in the area within 299 which the visible diamond segments moved and a decrease in non-stimulated sites, 300 especially in lower visual areas (V1/V2), where pRF size is small (e.g., Alvarez et al., 301 2015; Amano et al., 2009; Dumoulin & Wandell, 2008; van Dijk et al., 2016) . The 302 contrast diamond vs no-diamond corresponded to analyses applied in prior studies 303 involving the diamond stimulus (e.g., De-Wit et al., 2012; Fang et al., 2008) . Based 304 on the study by Fang et al. (2008) and De-Wit et al. (2012) , we expected decreased 305 activity in the area within which the diamond segments moved. However, we had 306 no clear expectations as to how the remaining visual field would behave due to the 307 coarser analyses techniques applied previously (De-Wit et al., 2012) , evidence from 308 figure-ground studies (Chen et al., 2014; Gilad et al., 2013; Gilad & Slovin, 2015; 309 Kok & de Lange, 2014; Lamme, 1995; Poort et al., 2012 Poort et al., , 2016 , and findings showing 310 increased activity for the diamond vs no-diamond percept (Caclin et al., 2012) .
311
The voxel-wise differential beta values from the GLM were subsequently projected 312 onto the surface model. Both the raw pRF data and the differential beta estimates 313 were then modestly smoothed in an identical fashion using a spherical Gaussian kernel 314 (FWHM = 3 mm). Vertices whose pRF estimates showed a very poor goodness-of-fit 315 (R 2 ≤ .01) or artifacts (σ or β ≤ 0) were removed prior to smoothing. Vertices flagged 316 by implicit masking were likewise discarded from smoothing as well as any subsequent 317 analyses. We then used the delineations for each visual area and hemisphere from 318 the retinotopic mapping experiment to extract pRF estimates and differential beta 319 estimates of vertices falling within their spatial extent and pooled them across hemi-320 spheres for each participant. Vertices whose pRF estimates showed poor goodness-of-321 fit (R 2 ≤ .05), and/or eccentricities outside the stimulated retinotopic mapping area 322 (≥ 8.5 dva) were discarded.
323
Subsequently, we defined a mesh grid (size: 17 × 17 dva) covering the stimulated 324 retinotopic mapping area. The grid point coordinates were separated from one an-325 other by 0.1 dva in both the horizontal and vertical dimension (range: -8.5-8.5 dva, 326 respectively). Next, a circular searchlight (radius: 1 dva) was passed through visual 327 space by translating its center point from one grid point to the next. All vertices whose 328 pRF center position fell into a given searchlight at a particular location were then 329 identified. The differential beta estimates corresponding to the set of vertices within 330 a given searchlight were summarized as a t-statistic by performing a one-sample t-test 331 against 0. This way, we were able to account for the different numbers of vertices 332 in each searchlight. T -statistics based on a single vertex/no vertices were set to 0. 333 Importantly, t-statistics were only used as descriptive measure here. Of note, this 334 searchlight procedure automatically normalizes the input data into a standard space 335 as defined by the mesh grid.
336
For the vertices within a given searchlight, we derived the inverse Euclidean dis-337 tance of their pRF center position from the respective searchlight center, normalized 338 by the searchlight radius. These normalized vertex-wise weights were summed up searchlight-wise, resulting in summary weights where higher values reflect a higher 340 number of vertices within a given searchlight as well as vertices with a pRF center po-341 sition closer to the searchlight center. The summary weights were then normalized via 342 dividing them by the 25 th percentile of the resulting distribution of summary weights.
343
Normalized summary weights > 1 were set to 1. Summary weights based on a single 344 vertex were set to 0. Using the grid point coordinates, the resulting t-statistic maps 345 were visualized as a heatmap. The color saturation of the heatmap was calibrated 346 using the normalized summary weights, so that a higher saturation reflected a higher 347 normalized summary weight.
348
The searchlight back-projections were obtained for each visual area and contrast of 349 interest by pooling the data from all participants (after participant-wise smoothing).
350
The pooling of data across participants improved the precision of searchlight back- light back-projections analysis whilst iteratively leaving out one participant. We then 360 determined the dissimilarity (1-Spearman correlation) between the LOSO and the 361 pooled back-projection matrices. Moreover, to assess the similarity structure more 362 comprehensively, we also determined the dissimilarity between the individual (i.e., 363 participant-wise) and the LOSO or pooled back-projections matrices. Importantly, 364 for each back-projection pair, t-statistics based on a single vertex/no vertices were 365 removed from both matrices prior to calculating the dissimilarity measure.
366
To visually summarize the dissimilarity structure, the resulting square matrices moved. This pattern was fairly focal in V1 with suppressed differential activity in 382 non-stimulated sites, but became more diffuse in V2, V3, and the VLOC.
383
For the contrast diamond vs no-diamond, we observed a wide-spread suppression 384 of activity in V1, particularly along the horizontal meridian. Although V2 and V3 385 showed similar suppressive effects, these were less extensive and intermixed with dis-386 tinct opposite effects. There was also no clear indication of a suppression streak along 387 the horizontal meridian. Finally, unlike V1-V3, the contrast diamond vs no-diamond 388 showed a wide-spread increase of activity in the VLOC. tightly than the LOSO back-projections, suggesting a higher degree of dissimilarity.
399
Strikingly, for the contrast diamond vs no-diamond in V1 and V2, the back-projection 400 pattern for P5 was located far away from the remaining ones, indicating a high degree 401 of dissimilarity (see all Figure 3 ). Indeed, when examining the representational dis-402 similarity matrices directly ( Figure S3 ), it becomes evident that the back-projections 403 for P5 in V1 and V2 show a pattern opposite to the other participants. When contrasting either the diamond or no-diamond percept to fixation, our 411 searchlight back-projections revealed enhanced activity in cortical sites stimulated 412 by the visible diamond segments. This differential increase was concise in V1 along 413 with reduced activity in non-stimulated sites, but became more widespread in V2, 1 Figure 2 . Diamond experiment| Searchlight back-projections of differential brain activity as a function of contrast of interest and visual area. T -statistics surpassing a value of ± 25 (first and second row) or ± 15 (third row) were set to that value. The saturation of colors reflects the number of vertices in a given searchlight plus their inverse distance from the searchlight center. White lines represent the extreme positions of the diamond stimulus. White solid lines denote the visible ungrouped diamond segments. White dashed lines additionally illustrate the inferred but invisible diamond shape when the segments were grouped together. D = Global, diamond percept. ND = Local, no-diamond percept. Fix = Fixation baseline. VLOC = Ventral-and-lateral occipital complex. Pooled = Data pooled across all 5 participants.
V3, and the VLOC. We therefore replicate previous work on stimulus-evoked retino- given that pRF size is larger in higher visual areas, there is a greater number of pe- The number of flicker events per block was determined randomly but was always 3, The MRI acquisition was as in the retinotopic mapping and diamond experiment. The preprocessing was identical to the retinotopic mapping and diamond exper-512 iment. It is of note, however, that P7 moved more than other participants during 513 the dots experiment. Moreover, for this participant, coregistration in the retinotopic 514 experiment was also less ideal than for others. It is thus important to perform any 515 analyses with and without this participant. area. Supplementary Figure S4 shows the corresponding representational dissimilarity 545 matrices.
546
The LOSO back-projections generally accorded well with the pooled ones, high-
547
lighting a low degree of dissimilarity. As such, the pooled back-projections do not seem 548 to be driven by single participants including P7 who moved more than other partic-549 ipants and for whom coregistration was difficult. The individual back-projections 550 clustered circularly around the pooled ones, albeit less closely than the LOSO back-551 projections, indicating a higher degree of dissimilarity. This was particularly eminent 552 for the contrast horizontal vs vertical in V1 and the VLOC (see all Figure 6 ). As To validate our analysis procedures, we compared the horizontal or vertical con-568 dition to fixation. Our searchlight back-projections highlighted increased differential 569 activity in physically stimulated sites and suppressive effects in non-stimulated sites.
570
The spatial precision of this pattern was relatively high in V1 and decreased from 571 V2 over V3 to the VLOC. Collectively, these results are in line with our diamond 572 experiment and confirm the spatial sensitivity of our back-projection approach.
To generalize the findings of our diamond experiment, we compared the horizontal and vertical condition directly, revealing a diffuse pattern of suppressed differential 575 activity across large portions of the visual field in all visual areas. The wide-spread 576 deactivation in lower visual cortex is consistent with our previous diamond results. 577 The diffuse deactivation in the VLOC, however, contradicts the idea that its previ-578 ously established inverse relationship to lower visual cortex represents a between-area 579 response amplitude mechanism mediating global object perception beyond shape per-580 ception.
581
An interesting additional finding is that V1 and V2 activity in the more peripheral 582 back-ground area did not seem to be strongly suppressed for the horizontal relative 583 to the vertical condition, but showed a tendency to remain unchanged or slightly Local, vertical condition. Here, the dots oscillated vertically and incoherently with the dots in the leftmost/rightmost apertures moving towards/away from one another, respectively, or vice versa (not shown), so that the apertures were perceived as 4 individual elements. B. Global, horizontal condition. Here, the dots in all apertures oscillated horizontally and coherently, so that the apertures could be grouped together into a global Gestalt without forming a hybrid shape. Since this stimulus was non-ambiguous, the gray arrows naturally indicate the perceived and physical movement direction of the dots within the aperture. The dots quadrant stimulus was only presented in the top-right visual field quadrant. For reasons of visibility, we cut out the stimulus region to provide a zoomed-in view, as indicated by the black dashed lines and the black double-headed arrows.
field quadrant. Its midpoint was located at a distance of 3.41 dva in the x-and y- In any case, the outcomes of our experiments seem to converge in that they suggest 713 that perceptual grouping results in a reduction of activity in lower visual cortex.
714 Surprisingly, however, all these findings are at odds with recent evidence showing 715 a decrease of brain activity in the background and stimulus region of another bistable Braddick et al., 2001; Rees et al., 2000) . However, unlike these studies on motion 730 coherence, we did not compare coherent to random motion nor did Grassi et al. (2017) .
731
Rather, all our stimuli always comprised coherent motion, but were either perceived as 732 ungrouped and moving out-of-phase (local) or grouped and moving in-phase (global).
733
Accordingly, although speculative, the perceived axis of motion (horizontal vs vertical) 734 might constitute an important factor driving our results.
735
A potential reason for a horizontal-vertical imbalance might be that there is a 736 bias for vertical motion in lower visual cortex resulting in generally higher response 737 amplitudes. In the case of the diamond experiment (in particular), this directional 738 anisotropy might additionally interact with feature-based attention. Specifically,
739
given that information about motion direction is inherently ambiguous for the di- Importantly, such a radial anisotropy is incompatible with our results, as it would 747 produce meridian-related antagonistic effects for global as compared to local per-748 ception (i.e., an increase in differential activity around the horizontal meridian and 749 decrease around the vertical meridian), which we did not observe. Critically, how- whether the effect holds true for the diamond stimulus and ultimately also our dots 776 and dots quadrant stimuli along with more conventional motion displays because these 777 stimulus classes abstract from shape perception (for a similar point and a discussion 778 on potential underlying mechanisms see Kohler et al., 2014) .
779
The broad background enhancement we observed in the dots quadrant experiment, 780 which was absent in the diamond and dots experiment, might be due to spatial atten-781 tion. In particular, perceiving a grouped and coherently moving object parafoveally 782 might require fewer attentional resources than perceiving an ungrouped and incoher-783 ently moving object. Accordingly, in the vertical condition, fewer attentional resources 784 might have been available for processing the background area. This interpretation fits 785 in with reports that spatial attention results in increased brain responses even in the 786 absence of physical stimulation (Kastner et al., 1999; Silver et al., 2009 ). Due to 787 the size and central presentation of the diamond and dots stimulus, we might have 788 been unable to observe similar effects in the diamond and dots experiment. It is 789 furthermore possible that the background enhancement is related to perceived back-790 ground luminance, which has recently been found to be increased for global vs local perception (Han & VanRullen, 2016 , 2017 between lower visual cortex and the VLOC when shape information did not change 811 suggests that this between-area response amplitude code does not represent a generic 812 grouping mechanism acting beyond shape perception.
813
It could be argued that our failure to find evidence for such an opposite pattern is 814 due to the fact that non-ambiguous stimuli strongly favor a single perceptual interpre-815 tation and thus involve less predictive feedback (Wang et al., 2013) . This explanation 816 seems unlikely because an inverse V1-LOC relationship has also been established 817 for non-ambiguous shape-like stimuli vs unstructured displays (Murray et al., 2002) .
818
Moreover, at least broadly in line with our results, recent studies (Grassi et al., 2016, 819 2018) found no evidence for the involvement of the LOC when a dynamic, bistable 820 global-local stimulus constantly triggered shape-based interpretations (i.e., moving 821 disks forming large squares or small circles).
822
The absence of a (stimulus-related) increase in VLOC activity in the dots and Note that these pRF maps were subjected to the experiment-specific smoothing procedure (see 3.1.7 Data analysis). The color disks represent the color schemes used to label different visual field portions. E. Differential brain activity resulting from contrasting periods of intact vs phase-scrambled images. Differential betas surpassing a value of ± 2 were set to that value. Cold colors reflect negative and warm colors positive differential Wickham (2011). 12 Widgren & Hulbert (2019) . 13 Kafadar et al. (1999) . pRF = population receptive field. GLM = General linear model. NMDS = Non-metric multidimensional scaling. PTB = Psychtoolbox.
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